Workshare Secure

Taking the risk out
of your high stakes
documents

Protect Server eliminates the risk of exposing sensitive data in your files
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Eliminate the risk of exposing sensitive data in your files and become
empowered to share.
Workshare Protect Server extends your corporate data security
policies to attachments sent via email, webmail and mobile devices.
Attachments are scanned for sensitive data - sometimes known as
metadata – which is then blocked, cleaned, converted to PDF or
replaced with a secure link.

You should use Workshare if you want...
Automatic compliance – Be compliant with security policies without
breaking sweat by baking protect server into your sharing platforms.
All bases covered – Data protection and secure file transfer can be
extended to all endpoints, you’re protected whether working from the
desktop, mobile or tablet.

Default cleaning and security settings protect the whole organization
behind the scenes. This means when you’re sending a document, it will
automatically be cleaned of metadata and sent without interrupting
your workflow.
With a tailored solution, unique exception policies can be applied
when associated to specific emails or recipients, giving you greater
flexibility over the files you share.

When the stakes are
high, don’t gamble
When you’re working on high stakes documents, let
Workshare be the ace up your sleeve.
Protect your client, their information and your
reputation by ensuring sensitive data doesn’t leave
your business in the files you share.
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Tailor your security

Create operational
efficiency

Mitigate risk

Set up a granular data policy with contextual data awareness. Organizations can identify and
remove sensitive information from a document before it is shared with external parties,
regardless of the device being used. Policies can be tailored to cover specific departmental or
team requirements within your organization.

Quick and seamless integration of Protect Server with Exchange enables sharing of cleansed
files from any device. It’s also simple to integrate existing infrastructure applications to prevent
accidental data loss. Avoid commercial sanctions and maintain company reputation without the
need for additional hardware.

Metadata cleaning policies ensure that all hidden data - track changes, comments, hidden text,
and white text – are removed from a file before it is sent. This reduces both compliance and
commercial risk for you, your clients and your organization.

Additional resources:
For a list of recommended hardware, software and database requirements, please contact a member of the Workshare team:
+44 (0)20 7426 0000 / +1 (0) 415 590 7700

About Workshare
Workshare is dedicated to helping professionals compare, protect and share their high stakes documents. Since 1999, Workshare has developed and released intelligent technology for
business services firms. Now, more than two million professionals use Workshare around the world.
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